The literature on resource constrained project scheduling attempts to schedule projects with deterministic activity durations subject to various objective functions and possible additional assumptions. During project execution, however, a project may be subject to considerable uncertainty. Such uncertainty may lead to the actual realized activity durations to substantially deviate from the durations that were initially estimated in the baseline schedule and cause a serious project overdue. This paper offers a framework that deals with the project scheduling problem from the start of a project through to the finish, and therefore provides a whole robust project scheduling strategy which is more tolerant to various uncertainties. Our framework combines the buffer sizing technique, proactive project scheduling approach and reactive project scheduling approach, which are usually implemented at different stages of a given project. The proposed scheduling framework constructed based on these approaches is tested using a large experimental design in order to detect the effectiveness of each procedure.
Introduction
All Project scheduling, as a stage of project planning in the field of project management, has been shown to be an important factor to improve the success rate of the project. It aims at deciding when to start and finish which activity in a time order and optimal allocating resources to each project activity subject to various constraints, such as resource limitations, activities durations and ethnological precedence etc. This type of scheduling problem is known as Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RSPCP).
The most common practice in project scheduling is to generate a schedule before the start of the project that minimizes project duration with the assumption of complete information under a static and deterministic environment. Such schedule will then be served as the baseline schedule for the execution of the project. However, during project execution, a project may be subject to considerable uncertainty which stems from a number of internal and external sources, such as project scope change, resources supply failure, original wrong estimation, etc. As a result, the actually realized activity durations may deviate from the durations that were initially estimated in the baseline schedule (Zhu et al., 2005) . With a sensitive schedule, once a disruption happens to one activity, it may pass on to its successors till the end of project and leads to a serious project delay. Therefore, without any anticipation of variability, deterministic project scheduling is normally not robust enough to be implemented in "real-life" projects.
Due to its practicality and assuming the recognition of unavoidable uncertainties during project execution, the field of proactive project scheduling has been paid much attention recently. The proactive project scheduling approach extends the baseline schedule in order to absorb anticipated disruptions that may occur during project execution. In simple terms it inserts buffer in front of each activity based on the statistical knowledge of uncertainty (Van de Vonder et al., 2007) .
The proactive scheduling is, arguably, practical and highly popular amongst practitioners; due to complexities and unpredictable characteristics of "real life" projects however it cannot guarantee that the project is fully protected against delays. It is due to this fact that there is a constant need for contingency planning that follows predictive scheduling. The purpose of that is to answer 'what if' question and continuously guide the project implementation through the unavoidable schedule disruptions that occur.
The reactive project scheduling approach is used to modify the baseline schedule when disruption occurs during project execution. The reactive scheduling action may completely regenerate a new schedule or repair an existing schedule taking into account the current state of the system (Wang 2005; Herrmann 2006 ; Van de Vonder et al., 2007) .
The combination of these two project scheduling approaches is known as proactivereactive project scheduling. Proactive scheduling approach is used to schedule a project time plan before the start of the project, an approach which is widely believed to be robust enough to absorb the expected disruptions; while reactive scheduling approach is used to revise (or re-optimize) the baseline schedule during the project execution particularly when disruptions occur that cannot be absorbed by the proactive schedule. Researchers have suggested that the combination of proactive project scheduling and reactive scheduling provides an effective and efficient project scheduling strategy (Van de Vonder et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, one area that has not been given substantial consideration in previous scholarly studies is that of fixed project deadlines i.e. where the project deadline is assumed to be known and both the proactive and reactive approaches are calculated based on that assumption. However, the estimate of the project final deadline that must be decided at the early stages of the project has never been integrated into the proactive-reactive project scheduling field even though this is arguably a crucial input to the project time plan. If the project due time is overestimated the project will be overprotected and lead to time and resources wasting. In contrast, if the project due time is underestimated the project will still endure the risk of being overdue even though the proactive-reactive scheduling strategy has been applied. An appropriate buffer sizing technique needs to be applied to estimate the project due time with both safety and economics considered before any project scheduling approach can be calculated and implemented.
An alternative proposal
Arguably, the buffer sizing technique, proactive scheduling approach and reactive approach could be combined together as a complete project scheduling strategy in order to generate optimal and robust project schedules which should be able to protect the project due date and at the same time avoid the unnecessary costs. The PM-05 -Advancing Project Management for the 21 st Century "Concepts, Tools & Techniques for Managing Successful Projects" 29-31 May 2010, Heraklion, Crete, Greece. -794 -robust resource constrained project scheduling framework can be summarized as follows:
Step 1. Predict the project duration using the buffer sizing technique: After creating the project schedule using deterministic RCPSP approaches, the project time buffer is decided using the buffer sizing technique and this buffer is added to the project schedule in order to obtain a reasonable project duration.
Step 2. Construct the project baseline schedule using proactive project scheduling approach: Based on the deterministic project schedule and the project deadline that were generated in Step 1, use proactive project scheduling approach to create the project baseline schedule to absorb as much as possible the expected uncertainty. Such baseline schedule will then be used to guide the project execution.
Step 3. Create a project contingency schedule using reactive project scheduling approach: When any unexpected disruptions occurred during the project execution, which leads to the realized project activities to deviate from the baseline schedule generated in Step 2, revise the project baseline using the reactive project scheduling approach.
Such a project scheduling framework can be viewed as a feedback control process as shown in Figure 1 . A time control target needs to be specified first. During the monitoring, the online implementation time of activities will be compared with the plan. If the real time deviates from the predefined constraints, corrective action will therefore be required to be taken in order to ensure the project end within the deadline, as shown in Figure 2 . st Century "Concepts, Tools & Techniques for Managing Successful Projects" 29-31 May 2010, Heraklion, Crete, Greece. -795 -This proposed project scheduling framework provides a general routine related to the project scheduling procedure which optimizes the project at each scheduling step. Many comprehensive techniques have been developed for buffer sizing, proactive project scheduling and reactive project scheduling respectably. These approaches are based on various objectives and considerations, which may behave differently when applied to projects with different characteristics. Following this section, several popular buffer sizing, proactive project scheduling and reactive project scheduling approaches will be highlighted in Section 2. In section 3, these techniques will then be used to construct the scheduling framework that was proposed above based on various combinations. These distinguished frameworks will then be tested on the projects with various characteristics using a large experimental design set in order to evaluate their capabilities under the composite objective of maximizing both the schedule solution robustness and schedule quality robustness. Detailed knowledge of the characteristics of each strategy should enable project managers to decide which framework should be selected, based on the specific project characteristics and demands. Finally, Section 4 provides conclusions of the work presented in this paper.
In the full paper 4 buffer sizing techniques, 3 proactive project-scheduling approaches and 3 reactive project-scheduling approaches, are reviewed. However, due to length constraints the review has been omitted from this manuscript and instead we move on to testing directly. Naturally, the full review is available from the corresponding author upon request.
The Robust Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Framework
Four project buffer sizing techniques, namely False Positive rate (FPR), Root Square Error Method (RSEM), Adaptive Procedure with Density (APD), (APRT), three proactive project scheduling approaches, namely Resource Flow Depandant Flow Factor (RFDFF), Walk with me (VADE), Sensitivity Time Control (STC) and three reactive scheduling approaches, namely Finish to Finish (FF), Automated Bulk Provisioning (ABP) and Resource Constraint Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP), are considered. These approaches are based on various objectives and considerations, which may behave differently when applied to projects with different characteristics. Using the robust scheduling framework proposed in Section 1, any one method from each group can be selected and combined together to construct a project scheduling procedure. Therefore, it is possible to create a total of 36 robust scheduling strategies. In this section, the 36 scheduling strategies will be tested using a series of projects with varying characteristics. The results will be used to evaluate the each individual strategy's capability under the composite objective of maximizing both the schedule solution robustness and schedule quality robustness. This process provides a guide which allows project managers to identify the proper scheduling methodology for different project scheduling environments. Projects" 29-31 May 2010, Heraklion, Crete, Greece. -796 -
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Test Rationale
In the test, all 36 procedures described above will be investigated using a MatLab simulation. A standard test is set up at the beginning. Based on this standard test, four individual parameters that could influence the capability of the 36 approaches will be applied individually using four separate tests. This will provide an investigation into the effectiveness of the 36 approaches under different situations.
For each test, the total number of 30 random project networks with 10 non-dummy nodes will be generated using project RanGen (Demeulemeester et al., 2003) . RanGen is a random network generator for generating activity-on-the-node networks with the required amount of network resources and Order Strength (OS). OS is defined as the number of precedence relations (including the transitive relations, whilst excluding the arcs connecting the dummy start or end activity) divided by the theoretical maximum number of precedence relations. The deterministic RCPSP scheduling technique will be implemented on each network created by RanGen to obtain the deterministic scheduling baseline. Based on these deterministic schedules, the 36 approaches will then be applied to generate robust project schedules.
Finally, the robust schedules generated using the 36 approaches will be compared with the realized project schedules. The realised project schedules were simulated based on various possible situations. The effectiveness of the 36 approaches was measured by the average value of SR and QR indices over the 30 networks. The project configuration measures ( flex , fldt , dsrp ) will also be calculated for the deterministic baseline schedules to define its characteristics in order to investigate the effectiveness of various robust scheduling approaches under different project environments. All of these approaches are based on the assumption that the project is executing to a predefined baseline schedule. If an event happens which cause the activity to deviate from its baseline schedule, the reactive scheduling approach will be applied. The testing procedure is expressed in Figure 3 .
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Some Test Results
The results for each of the tests are detailed within the following section. Each result was obtained through implementing the experimental designs in MatLab. Due to lenght constraints only one data set has been addressed in this paper. For the full results please contact the correponding author.
Standard Test:
In this test, the parameters are set as OS=0.5, Table 3 and Table 4 Tables 3 and 4 compare the SR and QR indices for each of the 36 approaches respectively. In Tables 3 and 4 , the SR/QR indices for four buffer sizing technique lead approaches are allocated in four different sub-tables. In each sub-table, the average SR/QR indices for each reactive scheduling approach are listed in the last row, the average SR/QR indices for each proactive scheduling approach are listed in the last column, and the average SR/QR index for that sub-table expressed buffer sizing technique is displayed in the right bottom corner. Table 3 and 4 demonstrate that the APD buffer sizing technique lead group approaches have both the lowest SR and QR indices. The RFDFF approaches produce the lowest SR and QR indices compared with other proactive scheduling approaches. Table 3 illustrates that the FF approaches are with the lowest SR indices compared to other reactive scheduling approaches, and differently, Table 4 demonstrates that the RRCPSP approaches are with the lowest QR indices, however, they are not much lower than the FF approaches. Tables 3 and 4 prove that based on this standard test parameter setting, APD-RFDFF-FF is much more preferable than other approaches.
Conclusions
The purpose of this research is not to compare and contrast alternative scheduling approaches in order to conclude on relative robustness as such, but rather to prove that when seemingly competitive approaches are combined better results can potentially be realised. Therefore, commentary regarding all conclusions in this paper is based on predetermined testing conditions. In that respect careful project scheduling has been shown to be an important factor in improving the success rate of a project. This paper proposed a robust project-scheduling framework by combining the buffer sizing technique, with the proactive project scheduling approach and reactive project scheduling approach. The new proposed
